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Abstract
Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) are business units managed by community groups and families. SMEs have a strategic role in Indonesia's economic development, because in addition to contributing to national economic growth, they can also absorb large numbers of workers. However, micro, small, and medium businesses have a low competitive advantage in the current era of globalization and technology. For this reason, MSMEs need resources that can be managed to win business competition in Indonesia. One of the most important resources managed to win business competition is information resources. This study aims to prove the influence of the use of management accounting systems on competitive advantage, with business performance as a mediator. The data of this study were collected through a survey by distributing questionnaires. The sample in this study was MSMEs scale companies in the city of Palembang using the purposive sampling method. Data analysis technique uses path analysis test. Based on data and research results, it can be concluded that Business Unit Performance mediates the relationship between Management Accounting Systems and Competitive Advantages.
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INTRODUCTION
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) are business sectors that have an important role in Indonesia's economy. MSMEs are the economic support of a country facing various crises. Chairman of the CIDES Board of Directors (Center for Information and Development Studies) Rohmad Hadiwijoyo said there are three factors that make micro, small, and medium enterprises (MSMEs) able to survive in crisis economic conditions (Meryana, 2012). First, MSMEs generally produce consumer goods and services that are close to people's needs. Second, use of local resources, such as human resources, capital, raw materials, and other resources without carrying out import activities. Third, MSMEs are not supported by bank loan funds, rather utilizing their own capital.

Currently MSMEs or Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises are in great demand by many people in Indonesia. No wonder the MSMEs are the largest business group in Indonesia and contribute to Indonesia's economic growth by 60% (Choiri, 2018; Putra, 2018). In terms of employment, it reached 97% and contributions to the national economy reached 99.9%. The role of MSMEs on the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) reaches 60.34% (Putra, 2018). In the era of glob-
alization, traditional MSMEs management is not an adequate strategy. Although globalization opens up many business opportunities, it also challenges foreign competitors that threaten MSME growth (Suryaningrum, 2012). The big opportunity of MSMEs business is shown by the projections of Frost & Sullivan, Indonesia's e-commerce market is estimated to grow 31% per year rapidly, exceeding US $ 3.8 billion in 2019. Its growth rate is far above the Asia Pacific e-commerce market which is estimated to average average of only 26% per year, or reaching US $ 79 billion in 2020. In the next five years Indonesia's e-commerce industry will grow with an economic value of around US $ 15 billion, and in 2025 it can penetrate US $ 80 billion. Based on research conducted by Deloitte in 2015 on around 437 SMEs in Indonesia, SME entrepreneurs who have been connected to the internet were able to feel more benefits. They can get access to new customers not only in the territory of Indonesia but also internationally (Chandra, 2018).

However, despite having a strategic role, developing MSMEs is not an easy matter. MSMEs have low competitive advantages, including in terms of inefficient costs, lack of product uniqueness, and lack of focus on certain segments (Danial, 2017). According to Porter (1985; xv), competitive advantage is at the heart of a company's performance in a competitive market ... Competitive advantage is about how a company actually puts generic strategies into practice. Furthermore, according to Porter (1985, p. 3), competitive advantage grows fundamentally from the value that allows companies to create that value for buyers beyond the costs incurred by the company to create it.

Previous research proves that competitive advantage is influenced by several factors, including factors in the use of management accounting information systems, business performance, product quality, product innovation, and prices (Motaher, 2009; Jaf, Sabr, and Nadir, 2015; Apriliani, 2015; Kasravi, Ghasemi, and Zadeh, 2017). Therefore, the purpose of this study is to prove the effect of the use of information of management accounting systems on competitive advantage with business performance as a mediator.

Fred David (2011, 9) defines competitive advantage as "whatever companies do better than rival companies". When a company can do something that a rival company cannot do or has something that a rival company wants, then it can represent a competitive advantage. An organization should be careful in measuring profits and costs to improve market strategy orientation that might hinder performance. Strategy is the most planned plan regarding the description of products, activities, functions and markets currently carried out by the company to achieve the company's main objectives. The strategy is based on the company's excellence in facing the environment. Competing strategies are different businesses from competitors in the same industry (Porter, 1985). Every company has the freedom to determine which strategies will be used in competing. Thus, competitive advantage is the ability of companies to gain economic benefits above the profits that can be achieved by competitors in the market in the same industry. Companies that have competitive advantages always have the ability to understand changes in market structure and are able to choose effective marketing strategies.

One of the factors that influence business competitive advantage is the use of information of management accounting system. Motaher (2009) examines the use of managers in benchmarking and monitoring available information systems. The involvement of benchmarking in comparing a company with competitors is a relevant factor, including costs and structure costs, productivity, quality, price, customer service, and profitability. Motaher's research results proved that the use of information of management accounting systems has a positive effect on competitive advantage. Corporate organizations in general are able to gain competitive advantage if the position held by the company is able to provide prominent strength above the competitor's strength, and the ability to build the company's product image against the customer (product positioning). Competitive advantage can be achieved if the company has a competitive strategy. The competitive strategy is a combination of the ultimate goals the company wants to achieve with the tools (policies) where the company tries to get there. Porter (1985) classifies excellence strategies in three categories, namely cost leadership, differentiation and focus. Cost leadership is how the company provides the lowest price compared to its competitors without reducing the quality of the products / services offered. Differentiation is the company's strategy to create or provide products / services that are different from competitors. Focus is that the company only focuses on certain segments in order to be able to recognize in more detail the market that they want to target.

Jaf, et al. (2015) proved that there is a positive influence between management accounting techniques and competitive advantage. The relative position of companies in their industry deter-
mines whether the company's profitability is above or below the industry average. The fundamen-
tal basis of long-term profitability above the average is sustainable competitive advantage. There
are two basic types of competitive advantages that a company can have, namely low cost or differ-
etiation. The two basic types of competitive advantage are combined with the scope of activities
the company wants to achieve, leading to three general strategies for achieving above-average per-
formance in an industry, such as cost leadership, differentiation, and focus. The focus strategy has
two variants, namely the focus of costs and the focus of differentiation. Based on these explana-
tions, the first hypothesis is:

**H1: Use of Management Accounting Information System influences Competitive Advantage**

Kasravi, et al. (2017) proved that the use of management accounting has an effect on com-
pany performance, namely financial performance and organizational performance. Company per-
formance is essentially an achievement of a business organization that can be seen from the re-
sults. The results of this performance are less precise if only seen from one dimension. Some di-
ensions of business performance, including 1) company performance which is measured by
overall business performance compared to last year, 2) overall performance compared to its main
competitors, 3) ability to earn profits or actual profitability compared to predetermined targets, 4)
efficiency, namely ability to produce greater output with the same or lower input, 5) effectiveness,
namely the ability of the company to achieve the stated goals, and 6) adaptivity, namely the ability
of companies to adapt quickly to a changing environment. Performance can be measured by finan-
cial and non-financial aspects (Hartini, 2012). The most commonly used measures of business per-
formance are measures of financial aspects, such as Return on Assets, probability ratios, sales
growth, solvency ratios, profitability ratios, market share, and other financial measures (Majeed,
2011; Suryatini, Primiana, Kaltum, and Aziz, 2017)

In the era of globalization and digital technology, the threat faced by companies basically
has not changed. There are three threats originating from the business environment, namely threats
from potential competitors, the threat of products substitution, and the threat of bargaining power
of suppliers and consumers. In order to successfully deal with these threats, companies must use
management accounting information systems to observe and identify their environment and indus-
try changes and competitor strategies. Mathaher (2009) proved that the use of information of man-
agement accounting systems has a positive effect on business performance. That is, the more often
frequency management uses information from management accounting systems, the more busi-
ness performance increases.

Mutaher (2009) also proved that the use of information of management accounting sys-
tems also indirectly influences competitive advantage through business performance. One of the
mechanisms of learning, namely benchmarking as part of the management accounting system, has
been used extensively in management activities to improve capabilities or market value. The use
of benchmarking to increase market value will affect the level of potential profit of business per-
formance and will ultimately lead to competitive advantage. Companies are required to respond
quickly to customers. In addition, the company is also required to anticipate competitor move-
ments and keep abreast of information technology in business development faster than its compet-
itors. (Suryatini, et al., 2017). Tandiharjo and Devie (2015) provided empirical evidence that com-
petitive advantage fully mediates (full mediation) the influence of competitors accounting on or-
ge*organization performance. This means that the influence of competitors accounting for organization
performance through competitive advantage is greater than the influence of accounting competi-
tors directly on organization performance. The conclusion is that companies that use accounting
competitors in their management strategies will create competitive advantages and ultimately cre-
ate a good organization performance in the company. Based on the description, the second and
third hypotheses can be formulated as follows:

**H2: Use of Management Accounting Information Systems influences Business Performance.**

**H3: Use of Management Accounting Information System influences Competitive Advantage
with Business Performance as a Mediator.**
RESEARCH METHOD

Types of Research

In this study, the type of research used is testing the causal hypothesis. Variables are variables that influence or are called independent variables and variables that are influenced or called dependent variables. The researcher tried to examine whether the use of information of management accounting systems had an effect on competitive advantage through business performance as an intervening variable.

Sample Collection Techniques

Sampling is done by non-probability technique in the form of purposive sampling. The criteria used in this sampling are:

1. Managers in MSME-scale companies (turnover of no more than Rp. 4,800,000,000 a year) in Palembang that have at least a year experience.
2. MSMEs have adopted management information systems.

Operational Definition of Variables

Independent variable

Independent variable is variable that explain or influence other variable (Ghozali, 2011). In this study the independent variable is the use of information of management accounting system variable. Management accounting systems are formal systems designed to provide information in order to facilitate decision making and evaluate managerial activities (Apriliani, 2015). This variable is measured by questionnaires. The variable management accounting system is measured by 4 indicators, namely Broadscope, Timeliness, Aggregation, and Integration with 5 Likert scales.

Dependent variable

The dependent variable is a variable that is explained or influenced by independent variables (Ghozali, 2011). In this study the dependent variable is competitive advantage. Competitive advantage is the heart of marketing performance to face competition. Competitive advantage is defined as a benefit strategy from companies that collaborate to create more effective competitive advantages. This strategy must be designed to realize continuous competitive advantage so that companies can dominate both the old market and new markets. Competitive advantage basically grows from the values or benefits created by the company to its buyers. This variable is measured by a questionnaire. The variable of competitive advantage is measured by 5 indicators, namely price, service, quality, facility and innovation product with 5 Likert scales.

Intervening variable

Intervening variables are variables that lie between the independent variable and the dependent variable, so the independent variable does not directly explain or influence the dependent variable (Ghozali, 2011). The intervening variable in this study is the Business Unit Performance variable. Business unit performance is defined by Mia and Clarke (1999) as how high the level of achievement of planned targets, for example the achievement of production, costs, delivery schedule, service, sales volume, market share, price competition intensity, product intensity, product promotion and distribution channel. This variable is measured by a questionnaire. Business performance variables are measured by 4 indicators, namely market share, service, target achievement and product...
quality with 5 Likert scales.

**Analysis Method**

**Linearity test**

This test is used to see whether the specifications of the model used are correct or not. Whether the functions used in an empirical study should be linear, quadratic or empirical should be linear, squared or cubic (Ghozali, 2011). In this study, researchers used the Ramsey Test. This test was developed by Ramsey in 1969. Ramsey suggested a test called the general test of specification or RESET. To do this test we must make an assumption or belief that the correct function is a linear function.

**Hypothesis testing**

In this study the hypothesis was tested using Path Analysis method with the help of SPSS 17. Path analysis is an extension of multiple linear regression or path analysis is the use of regression analysis to estimate causality relationships between variables that have been applied previously based on theory (Ghozali, 2011). Path coefficients are calculated by making two regression equations which show hypothesized relationships.

The steps of testing the hypothesis are as follows:

a. Make a Management Accounting System (XSAM) regression equation against Competitive Advantage (YKB). This analysis will produce coefficients c. The pathway is expected to be significant (p <0.05).

b. Creating a Management Accounting System (XSAM) regression equation on Business Unit Performance (ZKUB). This analysis produces a coefficient. The pathway is expected to be significant (p <0.05).

c. Creating a Management Accounting System (XSAM) regression equation and Business Unit Performance (ZKUB) against Competitive Advantages (YKB).

This analysis will produce two predictor estimation values from ZKUB and XSAM. ZKUB's prediction of YKB will produce coefficients b, while predictions from XSAM on YKB produce c coefficients. Pathway b is expected to be significant (p <0.05), while path c 'is expected to be insignificant (p> 0.05).

In summary, the equation can be written as follows:

**Equation I:** \[ YKB = a_1 + c_{XSAM} \]  
**Equation II:** \[ ZKUB = a_2 + a_{XSAM} \]  
**Equation III:** \[ YKB = a_3 + c'_{XSAM} + b_{ZKUB} \]

Information:

- YKB = Competitive Advantage
- ZKUB = Business Unit Performance
- XSAM = Management Accounting System
- a = Value of regression constant coefficient
- b = Business Unit Performance regression coefficient value for Excellence Compete by controlling the Management Accounting System
- c = Management Accounting System regression coefficient value for Excellence Compete
- c' = Regression coefficient value of Management Accounting System for Performance Business by controlling the Performance of Business Units

Business Unit Performance variables are referred to as mediators if these criteria are met:

1. Equation I, XSAM significantly affects YKB
2. Equation II, XSAM significantly affects ZKUB
3. Equation III, ZKUB significantly affects YKB
Figure 2. A illustrates a simple form of mediation if there is an indirect effect of X to Y through M as a mediator variable. The simple relationship between X and Y is often called the total effect with the total effect coefficient value c (see figure 3. B). This coefficient c is different from the coefficient c’ is the direct effect coefficient X to Y after controlling M (Figure 2. A). While in Figure 3. B the variable X has a direct effect on variable Y.

The main requirements for a variable can be said as permediation variables are:
- Independent variables directly and significantly influence the dependent variable.
- Independent variables directly and significantly influence the mediating variables.
- The total influence of the independent variables and mediating variables on the dependent variable must be greater or better the results than the direct influence on stage a. If the significance value only decreases but is not equal to zero then partial mediation occurs, but if the significance value decreases to equal to 0 then perfect mediation occurs.

This simple mediation occurs if it is fulfilled the first assumption that there is no measurement error in the mediating variable and the second that the dependent variable does not affect the mediating variable (Ghozali, 2011).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Validity test

Validity tests are used to measure the validity of the questionnaires. The results of the validity test of all questionnaires of the statement items can be seen in table 1.

Based on table 1, it can be seen that all the R-value in all questionnaires have a value above the R-table. So it can be concluded that all the statement items are valid.

Reliability Test

Reliability is a tool to measure that a questionnaire is an indicator of a variable or construct (Ghozali, 2011). Reliability test results are shown in table 2.

A questionnaire is said to be reliable if the value of Cronbach's Alpha > 0.60. All the number of questionnaires of 26 item showed a Cronbach's Alpha of 0.923 > 0.60, then all the questionnaires are reliable (Table 2).

Classical Assumption Test is used in this research since this research uses multiple linear regression analysis techniques so that the data are free from the symptoms of normality, multicollinearity, heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation.
Table 1. Questionnaires Test of Validity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>R-value</th>
<th>R-table</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>R-value</th>
<th>R-table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>0.674</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>0.436</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>0.507</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>A6</td>
<td>0.794</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5</td>
<td>0.641</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>A7</td>
<td>0.623</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>I1</td>
<td>0.627</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>0.547</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>I2</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>0.561</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>KB1</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>0.611</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>KB3</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>0.579</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>KB4</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data Processed

Table 2. Reliability Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cronbach's Alpha</th>
<th>N of Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data Processed

Normality Test

Table 3. Normality Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kolmogorov-Smirnov</th>
<th>Shapiro-Wilk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>Df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>.096</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

*. This is a lower bound of the true significance.

Source: Data Processed

Normality Test results show that the value of Kolmogorov-Smirnova Sig.> 0.05 which is 0.96. This value is greater than the significance value of 0.05 (5%). Based on these results it can be concluded that the data is normally distributed (Table 3).

Multicollinearity Test

The multicollinearity test aims to test whether the regression model found a correlation between independent variables. Multicollinearity test results can be seen in table 5.4 below.

Table 4. Multicollinearity Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficientsa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: YKB

Source: Data Processed
All Tolerance values for each variable are above 0.1 and all VIF values for each variable are below the value 10. Based on these results (table 4), it can be concluded that the data is free from the problem of multicollinearity.

**Heterocedasticity test**

From the scatterplot it can be seen that the points spread randomly, either at the top of zeros or at the bottom of zeros from the vertical axis or Y axis (figure 2). Thus it can be concluded that there is no heteroscedasticity in the regression model.

![Figure 2. Heterocedasticity Test](image)

**Hypothesis testing**

**Table 5. Regression of Management Accounting Systems and Competitive Advantages**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficients*</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>1.091</td>
<td>.474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XSAM</td>
<td>.309</td>
<td>.141</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a. Dependent Variable: YKB

Source: Data Processed

From the output in table 5, it is revealed that the value of c is equal to 0.309 ($\beta_c = 0.316$), with $t_c = 2.187$ and significance $p < 0.05 (0.034)$. Thus XSAM significantly affects YKB. The first hypotheses is accepted.

From the output in table 6, it is known that the coefficient a is equal to 0.312 ($\beta_a = 0.307$), with $t_a = 2.116$ and significance value $p < 0.05 (0.040)$. Thus XSAM significantly affects ZKUB. The second hypotheses is accepted.

From the output in table 7, it is showed that the coefficient value of b is 0.591 ($\beta_b = 0.614$), with $t_b = 5.072$ and significance value $p < 0.05 (0.000)$. Thus ZKUB significantly affects YKB. While the value of the c coefficient is 0.125 ($\beta_c = 0.128$), with $c^* = 1.055$ and significance value $p > 0.05 (0.298)$. Thus XSAM does not affect YKB. The third hypotheses is accepted.
Table 6. Regression of Use of Management Accounting Information Systems for Business Unit Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>1.156</td>
<td>.494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XSAM</td>
<td>.312</td>
<td>.147</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: ZKUB

Source: Data Processed

Table 7. Regression of Management Accounting Systems and Business Unit Performance on Competitive Advantages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>.409</td>
<td>.401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XSAM</td>
<td>.125</td>
<td>.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZKUB</td>
<td>.591</td>
<td>.116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: YKB

Source: Data Processed

Since the three criteria for moderator variables are met, plus the Management Accounting System variable becomes insignificant towards the Competitive Advantage variable when the Business Unit Performance variable is included in the analysis, it is evident that Business Unit Performance mediates the relationship between the Management Accounting System and Competitive Advantage. All three Hypothesis are accepted.

Discussion

Management accounting system is a procedure and a formal system that uses information to maintain and provide alternatives to various corporate activities. One of the functions of a management accounting system is as an important source of information to help managers control their activities, and reduce environmental uncertainty in an effort to achieve organizational goals successfully (Lathifah , 2012). The view of Management Accounting System is a system that provides benchmarking in monitoring additional information on the company's internal and traditional historical information that produces a management accounting system.

The Effect of Use of Management Accounting Information Systems on Competitive Advantage.

Competitive advantage comes from many different activities carried out by companies in designing, producing, marketing, delivering, and supporting their products. Competitive advantage is the ability of a company to achieve economic benefits above the profits that competitors can achieve on the market in the same industry (Porter, 1985).

The results of the study prove that the use of management accounting system information influences competitive advantage. The results of this research support the research of Jaf, et al. (2015), Setyawati (2013) and Motaher (2009). The results of Setyawati's research (2013) show that market orientation and entrepreneurial orientation influence competitive advantage. Companies that have competitive advantages always have the ability to understand changes in market structure and are able to choose effective marketing strategies.
The Effect of Use of Management Accounting Information Systems on Business Performance

The results of the study prove that the use of management accounting system information affects business performance. The results of this research support Kasravi's research, et al. (2017), Hartini (2012), Lathifah (2012) and Motaher (2009).

Business performance is a determining factor in the survival of a company. Business performance is divided into two types, individual performance and organizational performance. Business unit performance is defined by Mia and Clarke (1999) as how high the level of achievement of planned targets, for example the achievement of production, costs, delivery schedule, service service, sales volume, market share, price competition intensity, product intensity, product promotion and channel distribution.

The Effect of Use of Management Accounting Information Systems on Competitive Advantage with Business Performance as a Mediator

The results of the study prove that competitive advantage acts as a mediating variable between the use of management accounting information systems and business performance. These results support the results of research by Tandiharjo and Devie (2015), Setyawati (2013) and Motaher (2009). Setyawati (2013) proved that competitive advantage variables have an intervening influence from the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation (which is the practice of management accounting systems) and company performance.

The use of management accounting information systems can help managers make decisions and overcome existing competition so they can gain competitive advantage. In order to survive and succeed, management must gain a competitive advantage by being better than competitors in doing valuable things for customers. To produce that company needs to improve its performance, so that targets can be achieved so that they can survive and develop in the face of competition.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the test, it was concluded that the Business Unit Performance was able to mediate the relationship between Management Accounting Systems and Competitive Advantages. This study has several limitations. First, this study uses the object of research by companies of MSMEs in Palembang City. While MSMEs in the city of Palembang consist of various types of business fields and have a varying percentage of profit. Further research is recommended to be able to carry out specifications to similar MSMEs, so that the results can be concluded specifically.

Second, the data collection technique is limited to only using a questionnaire so that it is less able to gather information from respondents. Further research is suggested to be able to add data collection techniques by conducting interview techniques so that the information obtained will be broader.
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